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Over the past decade, Bali has developed a reputation for having some of the best
holiday villas in the world, not only for their opulence, unique style, architecture
and facilities, but also for the Balinese people who staff them - for their levels of
service and friendliness are second to none.
And just where is the best villa in Bali, you may ask? Not on the cliff tops of the Bukit, or even
the beachfront of Seminyak, but slap dab in the middle of working rice fields in the beautiful
village of Kaba Kaba, just north of Canggu. It's called the Kaba Kaba Estate, and any new villa
owner looking to best it has their work cut out to go higher in either design or opulence.
Laid out generously over more than a hectare of immaculately manicured lawn and gardens,
the estate has three 'wings' housing eight en-suite bedrooms, living and dining areas and ample
entertainment spaces.
Designed to create a distinct separateness for its guests, each wing has its own swimming pool
terraces and sitting rooms, but all with easy access to the central living and dining area next to
the main pool, which is the nexus of the villa and its social hub.
The villa is adorned with an impressive collection of Asian antiques mixed in with lots of
contemporary paintings and sculptures from the owners' private collection. Spread across every
room these make the villa an art gallery unto itself with many well-known Asian artists
represented. The grandest has to be the massive stone wall cawing depicting tales from the
Hindu epic, the Ramayana, by sculptor Richard North-Lewis, which takes pride of place in the
entrance way.
The 'stay in' factor of the villa is brought home by the abundance of facilities provided, in that
every time you think of something you want to do, it’s there in the house for you. There’s a
gym, tennis court' a games room with all manner of electronic and analogue entertainments, a
spa, a library, croquet lawn and a Moroccan themed home cinema, and loads of toys and games
for kids. There’s also a rooftop event space with a covered bar area for sunset soirees and
cocktail parties. With facilities and space such as this, it’s no surprise that Kaba Kaba is in heavy
demand for weddings, with sit down events for 200 people an easy ask.
If you want to experience some local culture, there's sure to be a ceremony taking place in Kaba
Kaba village, and if it's Balinese countryside you are looking for, well it's right there over the
fence; just take a walk or grab a bicycle and head off and lose yourself.

All that aside, it is the locals themselves who make the Bali experience so unique, and the team
of staff at Kaba Kaba are among the best in the hospitality field today. Hand picked and trained
to the highest standards, they never skip a beat in ensuring that their guests enjoy the best
experience that Bali has to offer. Thanks to them, everything from the gourmet stylings of the
villa’s private chef to the drink mixing abilities of the butler, the soothing hands of the
masseuse, and the watchful eyes of the security team, your stay will be exceptional.
Kaba Kaba Estate
www.kabakabaestate.com

